A Brave New World

2014 – 2015
Integration and Identity
Relevance in IANR
Working Vision

- The tripartite mission of the land grant university is paramount
- This is the School of Natural Resources – we connect people and the environment
- Our programs will continue to increase in importance in society
Challenges

- **External**
  - Universities are changing
  - Public universities in particular
  - Finances

- **Internal**
  - The new normal – much more collaborative less silo
  - Relevance in IANR and UNL
The Short Term 2014-2015

- 5 year review – Drew Tyre to lead
  - Not a review really, but a roadmap
- SNR restructuring – FAC
  - Efficiency of management
  - Our face to outside
- Getting our teaching house in order
  - Increase priority
- Phase II hires
- Water POE hires
- Core hires???